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This overview of skill-based, instructional
strategies was originally presented at Best
Practices night at the A.P United States
history exam reading in Tampa, Florida in
2018. The strategies were again presented
at the 2019 APSI at TCU. The response
was overwhelming positive at both
sessions, and I am excited to present the
strategies once again to a new audience.

More than celebrating my own awards… I wish to
celebrate the collaborations that have made me a
better teacher. Pictured here are just some of the
amazing people who I have had the joy of working
with and learning from. The top photos are of Ellen
Orr – my AP Reading roommate – and me… and of
myself, Don Anderson, and Willis Hudson. These two
men are some of the finest individuals I’ve been
honored to work with at Allen High School. Below that
is a picture of myself and Thomas Sleete. Tom was my
table leader during my first year as a reader. I attended
one of his summer institutes and remain friends with
him. To the right of that picture is Matt Cone. Matt
was my team leader at Plano Senior High School, and I
learned so much about effective teaching while
working with him in Plano. He remains one of my
favorite people. Bottom left is a picture of John Irish.
I’ve attended summer APSI’s with John, had great
discussions with him, and have used his strategies as
the launch pad for many of my own. You will find his
name on many of my materials, and you will find my
name on the back of his book. Last but not least,
colleague and friend, Steve Patty. Steve is a good
friend that I met at the reading years ago, and I am
thankful for every discussion we have. It’s amazing
how when teachers get together and talk about
history and pedagogy… hours pass by quickly and we
strengthen each other! Yes… we strengthen each
other… and that is what I hope to do today… provide
some strength and empowerment as so many have
done for me over the years.

Introduction

APUSH is a challenging course that requires students to not only
understand historical events and developments but also to analyze
history skillfully. The common pedagogical approach of “StudentCentered Learning” is an important part of the modern classroom,
but I take it a step further with “Skill Based Instruction.” This
simply implies that homework and classwork are not only studentcentered but skill building. Moving students away from
memorization and regurgitation to true historical analysis is often
daunting. With strategic approaches to skill building we can
encourage students to process and evaluate using higher level skills
and understanding that will help students succeed on the A.P. exam
as well as in college. I will highlight three strategies in this session.
More can be found on my website, FFAPUSH.com.

Pictured above is a set of review cards. Each color represents a theme; white are skill
cards. The point is… reviewing skills is just as important as reviewing content… and when
teaching or reviewing content… we should weave in the skills so students are THINKING
about history rather than just memorizing it.
These cards are available at http://www.ffapush.com/other-resources.html.

3-Step Plan for Analyzing Documents
The ultimate goal of this strategy is to move students from formulaic writing
to truly sophisticated writing. This strategy is discussed in more detail with
multiple examples in the session titled, “Three Step Document Analysis Strategy.”

Step 1:

Describe the document and explain
how it relates to the topic.

Step 2:

Use the HIPP strategy to analyze the
documents and explain how they are
relevant to the thesis.

Step 3:

Apply your analysis to your essay!

Step 1
Describe the document… then explain how or why it relates to the
main topic of your essay.

“Document #___ shows/explains….
(Identify the document and describe it GBO.)
This document relates to ___________ because…”
(Identify the topic of essay.)
(Explain how or why it relates.)

This strategy and example can be found at http://www.ffapush.com/recomendations-.html

Step 2
Use the HIPP strategy to analyze the documents.
Then… explain how or why the HIPP relates to
your argument/thesis.
“The __________ of document #___
(purpose/POV/audience/context)

was….

because….”

(Identify doc.) (describe HIPP.) (Explain how/why HIPP is evident.)

This is relevant to the argument that … because…”
(Identify X or Y from your thesis or other relevant argument connected to it.)
(Explain how or why the HIPP relates to your argument/thesis)

This strategy and example can be found at http://www.ffapush.com/recomendations-.html

Step 3
Apply your analysis to your essay.
“Therefore, document #__ supports the argument that …
(Identify doc.)

(State your X or Y from your thesis.)

because…..”
(Explain how or why it supports the argument.)

This strategy and example can be found at http://www.ffapush.com/recomendations-.html

Note to Teachers:

Some students do not need this type of breakdown. Once students
master this approach have them increase their sophistication.
Ways to facilitate this include:
-Have them discuss the document using natural language before
they write.
-Have them cite documents as sources (Doc. 1) as they would in a
research paper.
-Have them develop a topic sentence for each body paragraph that
essentially contextualizes a document or two.
-Have them develop a transitional sentence at the end of each body
paragraph that essentially uses the document(s) as evidence and
clarifies how they are supporting their document. Setting up body
paragraphs in this manner, similar to how they learn to write in
English classes, will help them become more sophisticated writers.

Writing Activities

Writing Activities are posted at
http://www.ffapush.com/student-activities.html

Writing Activities
Five Main Objectives

1. Use class time to practice skills with opportunities for peer
discussion/collaboration and teacher coaching
2. Hold students accountable for reading/preparing for class
3. Provide opportunities for discussion and mini-lecture
based on events and concepts students struggle with
4. Provide opportunities for differentiation and intervention
5. Help students prepare for the unit test which is aligned
with activities

Writing Activities
Additional Comments

• The majority of the writing activities are creating by blending the framework,
skills, and past exams.
• I usually complete at least one document with them as a class, modeling various
strategies.
• Some students will finish quickly while others struggle. Collaboration can
provide peer tutoring.
• Sometimes I will sit with students who are struggling and walk through it with
them, asking them questions to guide their thinking.
• Students who are coming to APUSH from grade level world history (or who
have never taken an AP class) benefit from breaking it down step by step.
Placing these kids together often reduces the anxiety that they aren’t “good
enough” or “smart enough.” Strategic grouping can boost the effectiveness of
this strategy.
• Writing activities are aligned with assessments… so they are not just processing
information and practicing skills… they are preparing for a test!

Walk Through Activities that are particularly
challenging, especially at the beginning of the year.
Unit 1 Causation
Activity…
Walking through
activities in class
can include having
individual or
groups offer
suggestions as
you record on the
board of using a
document
camera. Students
can record their
own answers on
paper, as well,
during the
discussion.

Crossroads activities
available at:
http://www.ffapush.com
/crossroads2.html

Directions and Objectives
I no longer make the analysis optional.

Thematic breakdown for the course was recently revised, separating the
themes of society and culture. I continue to identify these themes as a pair,
but you may be more comfortable separating them and explaining the
difference.

Clarifying the difference between
Society and Culture Themes
From the College Board Course and Exam Description (with additional notes/examples):
THEME 7: AMERICAN AND REGIONAL CULTURE (ARC) This theme focuses on the how and
why national, regional, and group cultures developed and changed as well as how culture
has shaped government policy and the economy. (Examples: Beliefs, Ideas, Religion,
Reason, Philosophy, Values, Art, Literature, etc.)

THEME 8: SOCIAL STRUCTURES (SOC) This theme focuses on how and why systems of
social organization develop and change as well as the impact that these systems have on
the broader society. (Examples: Social and Socioeconomic Class Structures, Social
Organizations, Patriarchal vs Matriarchal)

Providing Samples
to Model Effective Annotations

Strategies for Assessment
1. Completion grade or not graded, with student understanding that the assignment is
an essential part of their overall knowledge and understanding of main events for the
unit.
2. If students highlight – logically – they earn a 70. If they have most or all of the
document annotated = 100. (Simple, fast)
3. Providing a short assessment such as a short answer quiz, which will increase
accountability and motivation. You may even allow students to use their notes on the
quiz. A sample question from the “Waves of Reform” Crossroads reading follows.

Blue Highlighting =
ATFP! (Address The
Full Prompt) and
using the lingo from
the prompt!

Yellow Highlighting
= one piece of
evidence
Green Highlighting =
EXPLAIN HOW OR
WHY!
Close the Loop!

Short Answer Question Portfolio –
Students have a portfolio that
remains in class. They write a full SAQ
two or three times a week. Each entry
has three goals: ATFP, evidence, and
explain how or why. When SAQs are
graded and all three goals reached
they receive a sticker on the cover.
For students who struggle, they can
earn stickers for improvement.
Stickers may seem elementary, but
my juniors love them and celebrate
each additional one they receive. 
For teachers who struggle with time
to grade SAQs, peer grading or selfassessment are also options.

Reading Guides
Why Use Reading Guides?
-Hold students accountable for
reading and preparing for class
-Reinforce note-taking skills
-Provide opportunities to process
information and think critically about
what they read
-Provide opportunities to practice
essential skills
AMSCO reading guides are posted at
http://www.ffapush.com/amscoguides.html
Word versions are also available at
http://www.ffapush.com/wordfiles.html

Format of Reading Guides; Three Main Steps
1. Introducing key concepts from the content outline (left column)
2. Providing space for note-taking (middle column)
3. Providing opportunities to process and evaluate what they read (right column)

Providing sample notes and/or analysis can help model notetaking
and other skills for students who have yet to learn how to do this
effectively.

Reading guides can
also be used to
provide additional
text or additional skill
practice.
Teachers can adapt
the guides… they are
posted as word
documents at
http://www.ffapush.com/word-files.html

Incentivizing Completion of Reading Guides
Students may avoid reading… preferring instead to peruse Quizlet sets, watch
videos, or simply to “wing it.” Some strategies to encourage completion include,
but are not limited to:
1. At the beginning of the class period following the reading assignment, quiz students.
This holds them accountable for completing reading assignments. It is essential for
success in APUSH that students read. There are strong correlations between students
who thoughtfully complete reading guides and strong scores in class and on the AP exam.
2. Allowing students to use their reading guides on reading quizzes. Reading quizzes
should not be directly linked to questions on the guide. The activity should prepare them
for analyzing documents and history, not a time to search a guide for answers. If a
student simply copies a guide from another student, it will not be very useful to them on
the quiz especially if the quiz has a time limit.

3. Making each guide worth a grade or a part of their quiz grade. This can simply be a
completion grade. For example for notes only = 70%. For notes plus analysis = up to
100%. Or… provide a 10% boost to their quiz grade if their guide is completed.

Additional Comments on Reading Guides
Each year, student feedback on various strategies includes very positive comments
about both AMSCO and the reading guides.
Students who collaborate… and even “divide and conquer” still do better on quizzes
and tests than those who do not do them (or who do not do them thoughtfully).
Students that read at a high level, retain information, and can analyze information
without completing the guides should not be penalized (in my opinion), because for
them the guides become busy work. In recent years, students who do not need the
strategy totaled between 1% and 2% of students.
Students who thoughtfully completed them and did not do well on quizzes and tests
totaled between 2% and 3%. Interventions for these students included one-on-one
tutoring and surveying/treating test-anxiety. Some students did better if they did not
consult their reading guide during the quizzes… it only distracted them. Between 80%
and 90% benefitted.

Rubrics for cutting and pasting onto folders are available at
http://www.ffapush.com/other-resources.html.

Essay Folders – Each student has an essay folder that stays in the
classroom and houses all essays written during the year. On the cover
are rubrics which record topics, skills, and rubrics. Each time a student
earns at least 4 points on an essay, they receive a sticker. When
students debrief and rewrite essays, they focus on skills they struggle
with (points they didn’t earn). Student response to this strategy has
been positive, because they not only like stickers/praise… they
appreciate the fact that they don’t have to be perfect to earn a good
grade as well as being celebrated for the journey of learning.

These activities have not been updated with the revised TEKS. They can be useful as
review and enrichment as you move through the course. The goal is review but also
processing.

TEKS correlation activities are available at http://www.ffapush.com/otherresources.html

I’m often asked about my “typical day.” I teach 90 minute blocks every other day. My
students sit in tables of 4, 5, or 6.
A typical day consists of:

1. Debrief the previous quiz (if applicable). Q & A, make corrections, discuss in groups.
(5-10 minutes)
2. Take reading quiz over the latest reading assignment They are quizzed over the reading
assignment BEFORE we discuss in class. This is my way of holding them accountable for
the reading. They cannot succeed without reading, and I will not spoon feed info. … I
focus more on processing and analyzing the information in class. (10-15 minutes)
3. Mini-Lecture covering the main ideas and objectives of the reading. I focus on the meat
from the content outline… brief story-telling type mini-lecture then move quickly into
higher level collaborative analysis using the historical thinking skills. (5-20 minutes)
4. Collaborative analysis (working in their groups) using the writing strategies/activities
during these activities I roam group to group facilitating, coaching, providing feedback,
and answering questions. Sometimes I go through the activity with the class. I have more
activities than I have time in class to complete, so I assign some as optional enrichment.
(30-50 minutes)
5. Homework consists of reading a chapter in the book and sometimes additional
supplements. They complete a reading guide and take an online CFU (Check For
Understanding quizzes). (60-120 minutes)
For shorter periods, I recommend steps 1-3 on one day followed by 4-5 second day.

